
AS Geology - Investigations
Paper 1 – Practical 11/2 hours

A test of your range of interpretation skills based 
around a simplified geological map



Map Interpretation
What features can you interpret from a map

Main principles

* Superposition – younger rocks on top of older ones * Rock layers dip towards younger ones

* Cross cutting – a feature cross cutting another must be younger * Strike is bi-directional

* Faults downthrow towards younger rocks * Antiforms/Anticlines have oldest rocks in middle

* Synforms/Synclines have youngest rocks in the middle * Unconformities hide the older rocks



Don’t forget Dip and Strike
Rock layers are tilted by compression and show both dip and strike

The sedimentary beds on the map:

 Dip to the South East at 40o

 Strike NE to SW

Map view

Cross-section view

The sedimentary beds on the cross-section:

 Dip to the West at 30o

 Strike N to S (into the board)



You will be given three or four rock/fossil specimens along with photos of key 
locations or features in the exam. You may be asked to:

* Describe the texture (size, shape, sorting of particles)

* Name the rock

* Recognise minerals

Very small, random crystals (under 

1mm) with rounded gas vesicles.

Basalt

* Remember to use the mineral data sheet if necessary *

* Explain its formation

Probably formed as a lava flow due 
to small crystal size (rapid cooling). 
Gas trapped as it tried to escape 
during cooling.

Vesicles

Feldspar

White mineral with 2 good cleavage planes

Rock Texture

Key textural 
words:

Crystalline

Foliated

Well-sorted

Random

Angular

Rounded

Equigranular

Non-foliated

Layered



You will almost certainly be asked to draw a sketch of a rock/fossil either 
from hand specimen or from a photo.

* Remember to use the mineral data sheet if necessary *

Sketching Specimens

To calculate the magnification you simply use:
Magnification = size of image/sketch

size of real object
Above example

Magnification = 5cm =   5 times
1cm

Scale: x5 magnification



You may be given photos of mineral samples related to the map. You may 
be asked to:

* Identify them from their given properties.

* Describe tests that you would undertake to identify them.

* Interpret their formation.

* Remember to use the mineral data sheet if necessary *

Mineral Identification

Describe two tests that 
you would undertake 
to prove that this rock 

is marble (contains 
calcite).

To calculate the density of a mineral: 
1) Weigh it on a balance. 
2) Place it into a set volume of water
and see how much it displaces.

Finally: Density (g/cm3):
= weight

volume displaced



These will ask you to use evidence from a specific map location, 
specimen or photograph

 Use the correct thing 
to provide your 
evidence e.g. map, 
photo or specimen

 Make use of the 
equipment provided if 
required

 Use the mineral data 
sheet if it will help

 Refer to evidence –
what proof is there? 
Don’t speculate

Evidence Questions



Key Fossils
Zone fossils can be used on a map to:

Match up (correlate) rocks of the same age, or put rock units in age order.

Zone Fossils
Graptolites   Cephalopods

Stipe    

Theca

Good zone fossils:

•Evolved quickly

• Widespread

• Lived in the sea

• Numerous

• Easy to recognise features

Suture lines

Body got 
simpler

Suture lines got more complicated (rounded, lobed, frilly)



You will need to draw an accurate and detailed cross-section 
showing the geology along the line shown on the map.

The Cross Section!

Key tips

 Make sure your piece of paper is neat, accurate and includes all relevant information

 Add in the horizontal layers first (youngest), followed by vertical/igneous features

 Then complete the older, dipping beds and layers

 Finally do what you are asked to e.g. project above surface, label features etc.



Science (therefore some maths!)
Therefore there will be some elements of data analysis or realtively simple 

mathematical questions.

Three common types:

1) Rate question

2) Ratio question

3) Trigonometry questions

1040oC in 100km 
so 1040oC

100km
= 10.4oC/km

100 fossils counted in 
a bed of limestone. 
30 are bivalves and 

70 are corals. 
What is the ratio of 
bivalves to corals?

30 bivalves 70 corals: 70 = 2.3
30

So the ratio is 1 : 2.3

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiwqZigjNjZAhWHvBQKHbZhDhUQjRx6BAgAEAU&url=http://www.mathwarehouse.com/trigonometry-calculators/sine-cosine-calculator-online.php&psig=AOvVaw2vKtN2Ym3jcCRI-s6iZtmh&ust=1520439371636895


•Describe = Say what you see (from a graph, map or picture).

•Explain = State how something has happened (give facts in order).

* Large crystals formed first

* Smaller crystals all cooled quickly later on

•Label = Add to a map or picture (easy to miss).

•Annotate = Put explanation on a map, cross section or diagram.

•Compare / Contrast = Say how things are similar / different.

•Interpret = Use evidence to suggest way of life or rock formation.

*LONG SPINES SUGGEST BURROWING

*NO EYES SO LIVED IN DEEP WATER

*SMALL TAIL – NON SWIMMER

•Evaluate = Give the good and bad points, come to a decision –

maybe about quarrying, landfill sites, dams etc.

Remember – Command Words

Read, read and read the data and the questions: RTFQ and ATFQ


